GPS STAR Working Group Meeting Agenda
June 9th, 2016 12-1pm

In attendance:
Dolly, Comfort, Lisa, Misaki, Shelby, Susan, Chelsea

1. Approval of notes from last meeting
   Approved

2. Updates
   a. Registration numbers so far \(\text{(as of 6/8/16)}\)
      - 360AA/AI’s
      - 165 registered at least for 1cr
      - 152 registered at least for 12cr
      - 111 registered at least for 15cr
      - 100+ with holds

   b. GPS Registration show hidden courses
      Kainoa came across some students who had the UH Hilo MATH 103 on their list for registration which did not restrict the registration to allow only transfer (all other UH System campuses excluding UH Hilo). Therefore, students registered for MATH 103. GPS Registration worked correctly and recognized, upon registration, that UH Hilo does not allow MATH 103 to count for GE QR. As a result the Quantitative Reasoning registration remained empty and MATH 103 appeared as \textbf{Not in Plan} (which it should do).

      The STAR Team is working to correct this situation and will be done by 5/23/16.

      \textit{Group recognizes this to be a problem. Dolly will follow up with Joy at UH System STAR team.}

3. Freshman registrations so far
   - Shelby will include a couple of questions regarding student experience with GPS STAR in ENG100 surveys
   - Advising Center is checking that every student is registered into appropriate classes. They are also contacting students to register.
   - No complaints about not being able to get into classes.

4. We would like to host a Registration Assistance Day, potentially availing
   - Computers
   - Advising Center staff
   - Campus Nurse providing TB test
- Campus ID issuer from Lava Landing
- Advisors from KES and Pre-Nursing and others who are interested

Misaki will contact Gail and Matt to ask for funding for advertising (postcards mailed to freshmen) and pizza. Then ask Heather if she can provide TB Test and secure a room (first preference UCB, and second preference STB111). Chelsea and Shelby will work on advertisements.

5. Who should be the next pilot group in Spring 2017 (has to be 50% of the campus)
For Fall 2016 (Spring 17 registration)
- freshmen
- everyone in Soc Sci Division
- everyone in Humanities
- If Dolly can build choices for Natural Sciences in time, we could add them in also

For Spring 2017 (Fall 17 registration)
- Entire UHH population